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Energy and geopolitics: two faces of the same coin 
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Abstract: 

The spread of the war in Ukraine has deeply traumatized the international 

community as a whole and in particular the European Union
1
. The conflict will 

have long lasting consequences, especially in the fields both of energy and security, 

obliging the European Union to accelerate its strategy for energy diversification. 

The Russian invasion has changed the European energy paradigm, which now 

requires a quick reduction of Europe’s dependence on Russian gas. Diversifying 

energy supply means to reduce the economic power of the Kremlin, depriving it of 

billions of euros in energy revenue, since the European Union keeps importing oil, 

gas and coal at very high prices. Despite the warnings from some member states 

about the use of energy flows by Russia to boost its political influence, the relation 

between the European Union and Russia expanded for decades. A first effort 

towards the diversification of both energy sources and suppliers was already put in 

place in 2019 with the European Green Deal
2
. After the invasion of Ukraine, any 

previous plan must be expanded, since the EU started to understand that it cannot 

be so reliant on the Russian gas anymore. Consequently, the European Union 

adopted a series of hard financial sanctions against Russia, but none of those 

involved the energy sector: compared to the US and UK – which have announced 

an end of energy imports from Russia – the EU has been more cautious due to its 

overreliance on Russian supplies and due to the fear of further price increases, 

carefully evaluating new alliances and partnerships with different suppliers to 

improve its situation.  

 

The geopolitics of the European Green Deal 

The European Green Deal is a plan to decarbonise the EU economy by 2050, an 

ambitious target wich aims to revolutionize the European energy system and deeply 

change the economy in a strong effort to combat climate change. In order to 

achieve such an ambitious plan, several matters have to be taken into consideration: 

 A constant and reliable gas supply, central to manage the repercussions of the 

European Green Deal. Especially after the outbreak of the conflict in Ukraine, 

the EU must engage with exporting countries in order to foster energy 

diversification; 

                                                      
1
 Di Gregorio A. (2019). “Produzione e valore del comparto oil & gas in Italia nel periodo 2020-

2050”. 
2
 Ammanati L. (2018) “La Transizione Energetica”. 
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 The security of raw materials supply and the effort to limit dependence, in 

particular from China. Essential measures are a greater supply diversification, 

increased recycling volumes and substitution of critical materials; 

 The need to stimulate a setting on international cooperation, in order to achieve 

meaningful results in the field of the protection of the environment.  

Almost three-quarters of the EU energy system relies on fossil fuels. Oil dominates 

the EU energy mix, followed by natural gas and coal. Renewables are growing in 

share but their role remains limited, similarly to nuclear (12.6%). This situation will 

change completely by 2050, if the European Green Deal is successful, but change 

will be incremental. According to European Commission projections, fossil fuels 

will still provide about half of the EU’s energy in 2030. But fossil fuels differ in 

their pollution intensity. Use of coal - the most polluting element in the energy mix 

- has to be substantially reduced by 2030, while oil and, especially, natural gas can 

be phased out later; oil is expected to be almost entirely phased-out, while natural 

gas will contribute just a tenth of EU energy in 2050. This intense transformation of 

the EU energy system will have a wide variety of geopolitical repercussions: 

repercussions for oil and gas-producing countries in the EU neighbourhood;  

repercussions on global energy markets; repercussions for European energy 

security; and repercussions for global trade.  

 

The decline in EU imports of oil and gas will have an immediate effect by reducing 

investment in new fossil fuel infrastructure and even reducing maintenance 

expenditures for existing infrastructure. On the other hand, the EU is expected to 

keep importing oil and natural gas at almost unchanged volumes for at least another 

decade. It is important to note that for gas, in the 2030 timeframe, Russia – as 

Europe’s main energy supplier - could have even benefitted from the European 

Green Deal, as a coal-to-gas switch is necessary to quickly restrain EU energy 

sector emissions. Moreover, a possible surge in trade in green electricity and green 

hydrogen have to be taken into account. One of the major drivers to deliver the 

European Green Deal will be electrification. To meet its increasing need for 

renewable electricity, Europe might well rely over the next decades on imports of 

solar and wind electricity from neighbouring regions: the Middle East and North 

Africa.  While renewable electricity is expected to decarbonise a large share of the 

EU energy system by 2050, hydrogen is increasingly seen as a way to decarbonise 

parts of the energy system electricity cannot reach (e.g. some industrial processes 

such as steel and cement, and certain transport segments such as trucks, shipping 

and aviation); this is why the European Green Deal includes a hydrogen strategy. 

Considering North Africa’s renewable energy potential and geographic proximity 

to Europe, the region is being considered as a potential supplier of cost-competitive 

renewable hydrogen to Europe: Germany, for example, has partnered with Morocco 

to develop Africa’s first industrial plant for green hydrogen, with intention of future 

exports to Germany.  Future imports of renewable electricity and green hydrogen 

from the Middle East and North Africa (or other neighbours, such as Ukraine) 

could raise new energy security concerns, which will have to be mitigated with 

proper diversification. 

 

In Europe, energy security has always been associated with the need to ensure 

sufficient oil and gas supplies in the short term, since – as explained before – due to 

the limited domestic resources available, the EU has to import the large part of oil 

and natural gas it consumes. Moreover, being reliant on a limited number of 
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suppliers [Figure 1], puts the EU in a concerning position of overdependency, 

especially regarding natural gas, given its rigidities arising from reliance on 

pipeline infrastructure and long-term contracts. These features contrast with the 

flexibility of the global oil market in which bilateral dependencies are limited by a 

global transport infrastructure (oil tankers). After the Russia-Ukraine-Europe gas 

crises of 2006 and 2009, Europe started to pursue a diversification strategy 

targeting infrastructure (liquified natural gas terminals ) and legislation. These 

efforts have already slightly increased the security of supply for natural gas imports 

into the EU, however, the European Green Deal can also create new energy security 

risks: most notably from the import of the minerals and metals needed for the 

manufacturing of solar panels, wind turbines, li-ion batteries, fuel cells and electric 

vehicles. These minerals and metals have particular properties and few to no 

substitutes. While some of these are widely available and relatively easy to mine, 

others are geographically concentrated in a few resource-rich countries, or treated 

and processed in a few countries; Europe itself has no significant mining and 

processing capacities for these critical raw materials. For instance, it produces only 

around 3% of the overall raw materials required in li-ion batteries and fuel cells
3
. In 

2011, the European Commission produced a first list of critical raw materials, 

which has been updated every three years. At time of writing it includes 27 

materials judged critical because of their importance for high-tech and green 

industries, their scarcity and/or the risk of supply disruption. China is a leading 

producer and user of most critical raw materials. The import of rare earths from 

China is probably the most critical issue in this area, also because of Europe’s 

aforementioned lack of these important minerals [Figure 2]. For Europe, 

dependence on China will further increase as demand for green technologies 

increases. For example, the JRC 
4
estimated that the EU’s annual critical raw 

material demand for wind turbines will increase between 2 and 15 times over the 

next three decades. Overall, the European Commission 
5
expects Europe’s demand 

for raw materials to double by 2050. 

 

                                                      
3
 JRC, (2020). Study on the EU’s list of Critical Raw Materials. Available at: 

https://rmis.jrc.ec.europa.eu/uploads/CRM_2020_Factsheets_critical_Final.pdf 

4
 JRC, (2020). Study on the EU’s list of Critical Raw Materials. Available at: 

https://rmis.jrc.ec.europa.eu/uploads/CRM_2020_Factsheets_critical_Final.pdf 
5
 European Commission, (2020). ‘Stepping up Europe’s 2030 climate ambition: investing in a 

climate-neutral future for the benefit of our people’, SWD/2020/176. Available at: https://eur-

lex.europa.eu/resource.html?uri=cellar:749e04bb-f8c5-11ea-991b-

01aa75ed71a1.0001.02/DOC_1&format=PDF 

 

https://rmis.jrc.ec.europa.eu/uploads/CRM_2020_Factsheets_critical_Final.pdf
https://rmis.jrc.ec.europa.eu/uploads/CRM_2020_Factsheets_critical_Final.pdf
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[FIGURE 1] Source: Leonard et al., 2021 

 

[FIGURE 2] Source: Leonard et al., 2021 

 

Countries in the European neighbourhood, such as Russia and Algeria, will mostly 

feel the effect of changes to the European energy market and European approach to 

energy security. Global players, including the United States, China and Saudi 

Arabia, will feel the impact more strongly through the Green Deal’s effect on 

global energy markets and trade. 

 

 Algeria 

Algeria will be something of a test case for the foreign policy aspect of the Green 
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Deal. As the third largest supplier of natural gas to Europe, most of the country’s 

energy infrastructure is oriented toward the European market and the country is 

highly reliant on Europe for its hydrocarbon revenues. This proves to be relevant, 

as hydrocarbon revenues account for 95% of its exports by value and pay for 60% 

of its national budget
6
. Algeria clearly needs to rethink its economy and be prepared 

for when European demand for its natural gas supplies will progressively disappear. 

Diversifying the Algerian economy away from hydrocarbons while developing a 

strong renewable energy sector would soften the blow of a green Europe. Algeria 

presents peculiar challenges: the country remains ruled by an insular gerontocracy, 

the so-called ‘pouvoir’, which prioritises the regime’s precarious survival well 

above any economic consideration. With the price of hydrocarbons falling, the 

country urgently needs a more diversified economy and foreign investment to keep 

up with its growing population and infrastructure requirements. Adding to this 

problem, Algeria and other hydrocarbon exporters suffer from what economists call 

the Dutch disease: as their currency appreciates with the large amounts of exports 

of hydrocarbons, other economic sectors cannot develop and industrialisation is 

held back. This is certainly not the only reason why agriculture, manufacturing and 

services are underdeveloped in Algeria, but oil exports have not helped. If the 

Algerian government, fearing loss of control, fails to make a transition away from 

hydrocarbons, the Algerian economy will face an inevitable decline. The possibility 

of such instability on Europe’s periphery would create incentives for Europeans to 

relax conditionality and foster an energy transition in Algeria that sustains the 

current regime. 

 

 Saudi Arabi 

Saudi Arabia is the world’s biggest oil exporter. Oil and gas revenues amounted to 

80% of Saudi Arabia’s total exports in 2018 and accounted for 67% of its 

government revenues in 2017
7
. More fundamentally, Saudi Arabia’s long 

dependence on the rent from hydrocarbons has created an economy that relies on 

public sector employment (30% of the workforce) and expensive and economically 

inefficient subsidy schemes (costing $37 billion in 2017), particularly in the energy 

market
8
. Unlike in Algeria, however, the European Green Deal does not directly 

threaten this model. Saudi Arabia exports less than 10% of its oil to Europe. Its 

main markets, now and likely even more in the future, are in Asia to which it 

already exports over 70% of its oil
9
. A European transition to renewables is not per 

                                                      
6
 Leonard, M. et al., (2021). The geopolitics of the European Green Deal. Policy Contribution 

04/2021, Bruegel. Available at: https://www.bruegel.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/02/PC-04-

GrenDeal-2021-1.pdf 

7
 Tagliapietra, S. (2019). The impact of the global energy transition on MENA oil and gas 

producers. Available at: 

https://reader.elsevier.com/reader/sd/pii/S2211467X19300902?token=14C58303B2775F483CE291

E5344F28223986291B6A3AD68BCFFCDD9E950BCE4FFD79CD28CA63D5F273AB8245140797

2A&originRegion=eu-west-1&originCreation=20220517213507 

8
 Tagliapietra, S. (2019). The impact of the global energy transition on MENA oil and gas 

producers. Available at: 

https://reader.elsevier.com/reader/sd/pii/S2211467X19300902?token=14C58303B2775F483CE291

E5344F28223986291B6A3AD68BCFFCDD9E950BCE4FFD79CD28CA63D5F273AB8245140797

2A&originRegion=eu-west-1&originCreation=20220517213507 

9
 Stevens, H. et al. (2019) “Who buys Saudi Arabia’s oil?”. Available at: 

https://reader.elsevier.com/reader/sd/pii/S2211467X19300902?token=14C58303B2775F483CE291E5344F28223986291B6A3AD68BCFFCDD9E950BCE4FFD79CD28CA63D5F273AB82451407972A&originRegion=eu-west-1&originCreation=20220517213507
https://reader.elsevier.com/reader/sd/pii/S2211467X19300902?token=14C58303B2775F483CE291E5344F28223986291B6A3AD68BCFFCDD9E950BCE4FFD79CD28CA63D5F273AB82451407972A&originRegion=eu-west-1&originCreation=20220517213507
https://reader.elsevier.com/reader/sd/pii/S2211467X19300902?token=14C58303B2775F483CE291E5344F28223986291B6A3AD68BCFFCDD9E950BCE4FFD79CD28CA63D5F273AB82451407972A&originRegion=eu-west-1&originCreation=20220517213507
https://reader.elsevier.com/reader/sd/pii/S2211467X19300902?token=14C58303B2775F483CE291E5344F28223986291B6A3AD68BCFFCDD9E950BCE4FFD79CD28CA63D5F273AB82451407972A&originRegion=eu-west-1&originCreation=20220517213507
https://reader.elsevier.com/reader/sd/pii/S2211467X19300902?token=14C58303B2775F483CE291E5344F28223986291B6A3AD68BCFFCDD9E950BCE4FFD79CD28CA63D5F273AB82451407972A&originRegion=eu-west-1&originCreation=20220517213507
https://reader.elsevier.com/reader/sd/pii/S2211467X19300902?token=14C58303B2775F483CE291E5344F28223986291B6A3AD68BCFFCDD9E950BCE4FFD79CD28CA63D5F273AB82451407972A&originRegion=eu-west-1&originCreation=20220517213507
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se a major problem for Saudi Arabia. Indeed, the European Green Deal may even 

increase short-term demand for Saudi oil which has a lower carbon footprint than 

oil from Russia or the United States. However, the transition away from fossil fuels, 

of which the Green Deal is a part, presents a serious long-term threat to the Saudi 

model of a rentier state. As demand and prices for hydrocarbons fall, Saudi 

Arabia’s ability to afford its large public-sector wage bill and domestic energy 

subsidies will erode, perhaps even threatening Saudi domestic stability. The Saudi 

regime, led by the crown prince, Mohammed Bin Salman, appears very aware of 

this threat and has adopted a strategy to deal with it. Most publicly, it launched in 

2016 the Vision 2030 programme, a broad-ranging development plan to diversify 

the economy away from hydrocarbons, develop private small- and medium-

enterprises, and create a non-oil export sector. The idea of global peak demand for 

oil being reached soon has inspired Saudi Arabia to increase its export capacity in 

order to produce as much oil as possible and seize market share before demand 

fades away. This strategy is referred to as Green Paradox by economists. This is 

one reason why carbon prices should increase sharply early on, as otherwise oil 

extraction will be as much as possible anticipated to prevent stranded oil assets. 

Saudi Arabia’s relatively low-cost production means that it can sustain low prices 

that might drives competitors such as Russia, Venezuela and Iran out of the market. 

This low-cost strategy threatens the entire climate change effort embodied in the 

Paris Agreement, as it makes it more difficult for renewable energy resources to 

compete with hydrocarbons. The outcome will depend on the evolution of green 

technology and the ability of the European Green Deal and other efforts to get 

global energy consumers to internalize the cost of carbon emissions. In the context 

of a long-term fall in demand, increased market share, even at lower prices, offers 

Saudi Arabia the prospect of greater total revenues from its vast oil reserves. This 

logic inspired the Saudi oil price war with Russia in the middle of the COVID-19-

caused price collapse in April 2020, which briefly drove US oil prices below zero26 

(indicating that the cost of storage was more than the oil was worth). None of this is 

inherently at odds with the EU’s ability to implement the Green Deal. The EU has 

every incentive to encourage Saudi Arabia’s economic diversification effort, and 

some Saudi displacement of higher-carbon oil for other sources will ease Europe’s 

transition. Through its massive sovereign wealth fund, Saudi Arabia will be an 

eager investor and customer for renewable-energy technology that might come 

from European sources. However, Saudi Arabia’s Vision 2030 plan has had little 

success thus far in diversifying the country’s economy. Four years in, the regime’s 

erratic governance and the deep rentier state give foreign investors little confidence 

that it will have the capacity to make the often-painful choices inherent in an 

economic diversification strategy. A Saudi failure to make this transition could, as 

the world slowly moves away from fossil fuels, threaten stability in the Persian 

Gulf. Europeans have an interest in assisting this transition, but Saudi Arabia’s 

human rights record makes cooperating with its regime difficult. Saudi Arabia’s 

substantial reserves and tight relationship with the United States mean that the EU 

lacks the leverage to force difficult changes.  

 

 China 

                                                                                                                                                              
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/2019/09/16/who-buys-saudi-arabias-oil/?arc404=true 
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The current trends towards greater diversification of global supply chains away 

from China, which started because of the US-China trade war and were accelerated 

by the COVID-19 crisis, could be further exacerbated. With the Green Deal, the EU 

will push for an ambitious global climate agenda within the UN Framework 

Convention on Climate Change. To achieve carbon neutrality by 2060, the 

measures will have to be significant and start immediately. China seems to be 

moving closer to the European approach in terms of its commitments, while trying 

to buy as much time as possible to invest in its own green transition and in green or 

clean technology. China already leads on electric vehicles and is a major force in 

solar and wind energy. Clean tech is a growth market with huge potential for 

China-Europe cooperation, but also for crowding out of European industry and 

achieving Chinese tech dominance.   

 

 Russia 

Russia is the world’s fourth largest emitter of greenhouse gases and it has always 

been resistant to the idea of environmental policies that would reduce fossil fuel 

use. The country’s environmental policies – despite its ratification of the Paris 

Agreement – are more of an international PR strategy than anything else. Its 

domestic climate strategy is ambiguous and often contradictory
10

. Except for 

monitoring carbon output, all emissions regulations remain voluntary. President 

Vladimir Putin continues to deny that climate change is caused by human activity 

and insists that Russia has “the greenest energy system in the world”. 
11

Meanwhile, 

Russia is still strongly dependent on hydrocarbons; in this context, the Green Deal 

could have a major impact on it. In 2016, oil and gas revenues contributed 36% of 

the country’s government and Europe absorbed 75% of Russian natural gas exports 

and 60% of its crude oil exports budget
12

. In 2016, Russia displaced Saudi Arabia 

as China’s largest crude oil supplier and - in 2018 - Russia sent 1.4 million 

barrels/day of crude oil to China, accounting for more than 25% of Russian oil 

exports. Until recently, Russia only supplied China with very small amounts of 

natural gas, but the Power of Siberia gas pipeline opened in December 2019 and it 

is expected to supply 38 billion cubic metres of gas/year to China by 2024. Despite 

these advances, however, China has proved unwilling to support the Russian energy 

industry for geopolitical purposes. In an environment of falling energy prices, 

China has taken advantage of Russia’s lack of options and has forced continually 

lower prices on Russia
13

.  

                                                      
10

 Paramonova, N. (2020) ‘Will EU Green Deal Force Russia to Clean Up Its Act?’ EU-Russia 

Dialogue. Available at: https://eu-russia-expertnetwork.eu/en/analytics/eu-green-deal-paramonova 

11
 The Moscow Times, (2019). Putin’s End-of-Year Press Conference, in Quotes. Available at: 

https://www.themoscowtimes.com/2019/12/19/putins-end-of-year-press-conference-in-quotes-

a68686 

12
 Leonard, M. et al., (2021). The geopolitics of the European Green Deal. Policy Contribution 

04/2021, Bruegel. Available at: https://www.bruegel.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/02/PC-04-

GrenDeal-2021-1.pdf 

13
 The Economist, (2020). America’s domination of oil and gas will not cow China. Available at: 

https://www.economist.com/briefing/2020/09/17/americas-domination-of-oil-and-gas-will-not-cow-

china 


